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Thousands  rejoiced  as  the  body  of 
Duke Mythindor Wanderlust arrived into 
Yardsmuth earlier this week.  Freed from 
the unnatural  bonds of  necromancy,  Sir 
Xandrick  Dmitri 
von  Olanov’s 
remains  also 
traveled in state with 
those of his Lord in 
life,  Duke 
Wanderlust.   Also 
brought forward and 
recognized were the 
remains of the seven 
Thistle  Armsmen 
whose remains were 
lost  during  the 
valorous  battle 
against  the 
Stormlord  those 
many years ago.

Her  Excellency  Dame  Felicity 
Ashenwood,  Armiger  Buliwyf  Gregor, 
and Squire Lilas Mackenzie all escorted 
the  remains  from  Winterfell  to 
Yardsmuth, and it is said Her Excellency 
requested  that  a  memorial  grove  be 
established to honor their memory.

Principality soldiers traveling alongside 
the  remains  reported  that  a  group  of 
brave  citizens,  representing  the  best  of 
the  Knights,  Nobles  and  Common  folk 
were the ones to free Sir Xandrick from 
his horrible fate.

The  group  rumored  to  have  traveled 
with  Her  Excellency  to  battle  the 
infamous  Death  Knight  and  his  dark 
minions  consisted  of  the  following:  Sir 
Darkhan,  Knight  of  the  Thistle,  Lord 
Dust,  Seneschal  to  Baron  Brisbane, 

Armiger  Gregor,  Order  of  the  Thistle, 
Squire  Lucian,  Order  of  the  Thistle, 
Squire Lilas, Order of the Thistle, Squire 
Phillip,  Squire  to  Lord  Aeracon, 

Christopher,  Order 
of  the  Boars,  Jonas 
of Siracusa, Vincent, 
Kal, Gourry, Mordo, 
and  Tug  of  Blak 
Tuth.   Also,  it  was 
said  that  Dalvenga 
of Ordu was present 
as well.

Sources report that 
those  who  entered 
Winterfell  exited 
with  severe  burns 
and  injuries,  many 
reduced  to  rags. 
Stories  indicate  that 
Sir  Xandrick  kept 

some semblance of wits about him even 
to  the  very  end,  and  had  called  on  the 
belted to destroy the undead that rose all 
around him in response to his presence.  

Once  he  had  ascertained  that  the 
undead were vanquished, he was reported 
to  have  battled  with  the  group,  gaining 
his senses at the very last and using the 
Staff  of  the  Green  Witch  to  destroy 
himself  before  he  could  cause  anymore 
harm.   Again  Sir  Xandrick  bravely 
sacrificed  himself  for  the  good  of  the 
realm.

Dame  Felicity  stated  in  an  interview, 
“We  would  not  have  succeeded  in  our 
quest were it not for the valorous efforts 
of the citizen volunteers who came to aid 
in  the  cause.   Jonas  was  hardy  and 
resolute, staying between the undead and 

his  charges  at  all  times  and  protecting 
them  from  harm.  Christopher  used 
powerful  magics  in  combination  with 
rigorous marshal skill. Kal brought much 
strength  and  honor  to  the  group,  while 
Vincent, Tug and several others tirelessly 
aided the belted in their sworn task.  The 
noble and belted must  serve – however 
the efforts of the rest of the group shall 
not go unrewarded, I am certain.”

Banditry on the 
Roads of 
Novashan

Recent  reports  have  spread  through 
Autruche of increased banditry along the 
roads  from  Nightborne  to  Fennor.  The 
sources of this banditry are unknown, but 
reasons  have  been  speculated  anywhere 
from displaced  commoners  to  criminals 
taking  advantage  of  the  increased  trade 
and the period of restoration as Novashan 
readjust  to  life  after  the  war  with  the 
Stormlord.  Local  guardsmen  have 
worked  to  combat  this  behavior  and 
messengers have been sent to inform the 
Baronial Guard of the situation.  

While the effects of the banditry have 
been  subtle  thus  far,  it  has  cost  some 
small  trading  companies,  making 
traveling difficult  for the caravans.  This 
has resulted in a difficult transition from 
wartime  to  peacetime  for  Novashan’s 
trade.  This  economic  chaos  has  made 
things  difficult  for  Novashanian 
tradesmen  as  well  as  the  caravans.  As 
guilds attempt to reform and restructure, 
these bandit attacks will cause set backs 
in  this  economic  restoration.  As  the 
Baronial  Guard  neutralizes  this  threat, 
Novashan will bloom into a new chapter 
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in  the  nation’s  history,  until  that  time 
caution  is  advised  when  traveling  the 
roads.

Rats!
By Geraldine Greensleeves
There  has  been  an  increase  in  the 

amount  of  rat  infestations  surrounding 
the swampy regions of Autruche.

Many  farmers  and  towns  alike  have 
found the pesky vermin making their way 
into  food  storages  and  sometimes  even 
households.    Some  eye  witnesses  are 
claiming the size of these rodents to be 
unusually  large  and  suspect  their 
appearance  to  be  related  to  the  other 

bizarre  animal  sightings.   Local  Druids 
however,  are  not  as  surprised  with  the 
size or number of rats. 

 “ It  doesn’t take much to realize that 
the  carrion  left  behind  from  the  war 
would  attract  foragers  and   scavengers 
alike.  With so much to feast on over the 
winter the rats were able to survive and 
grow.  It’s as simple as that!”

These  creatures  are  not  only 
troublesome, they are also dirty, carrying 
with  them  diseases.    The  Royal 
Physicians  are  strongly  advising  the 
peoples  to  take  precautions  where  food 
storage and waste removal are concerned. 
“Take care to close cupboard doors and 
clean up any crumbs.  Don’t leave food 
just  sitting  about!  “  states  Phillipe 
Devonshire, Royal Physician to his Grace 
Duke D’ Kalin. “ And please, make sure 
to  remove  wastes  far  from  the  public! 
Burying  or  burning  refuse  should  be 
adequate.   With just  a little extra effort 
we should be able to rid ourselves of this 
pestilence. “

Hopeful Report 
from the Jaded 

Sea 
By Farris Underhill
A recent message was received from a 

sailor serving on the Novashanian Navy 
ship,  Hawk’s  Revenge,  currently 
patrolling the western coast of Novashan. 
The  message  depicted  an  amazing 
account.  While  patrolling  the  coast  of 
Cherbourg,  the  lookout  of  the  Hawk’s 
Revenge spotted three ships sailing from 
the north, all three baring the markings of 
the devastated Norsica.  The ships sailed 
strait  south towards  Hawk’s  Bay where 
the  precede  to  engage  ships  baring  the 
banners of the Stormlord, preventing the 
Storm  children  from  leaving  Hawk’s 
Haven  by  waterway.  The  attack,  which 
came  as  a  surprise  to  the  unprepared 
Storm children, crippled the small naval 
capacity of Stormholm. 

Norsica  suffered  greatly  in  the  early 
months of the War of Storms, being all 
but erased from the face of Shyddarr. The 
sighting of the three long ships came as a 
welcome  surprise  to  the  crew  of  the 
Hawk’s  Revenge,  giving  proof  to 
Norsica’s  survival.  After  the  naval 
ambush,  one  of  the  Norsican  ships,  the 
Revensj,  flagged  the  Hawk’s  Revenge 
and sent a long boat to meet with it. The 
speakers  from  the  Revensj  affirmed 
Norsica’s friendship with Novashan, and 
informed them that the three ships were 
the  only  Norsican  ships  left.  Four  long 
boats  made  landfall  on  the  coast  of 
Novashan,  transporting  40  Norsicans 
who  headed  inland  in  hopes  of  being 
reunited  with  loved  ones  who  served 
Novashan in the war.  

The  ships  have  formed  a  blockade 
preventing the Storm children from using 
the  Jaded  Sea  for  travel  (two  ships 
escaped the attack and headed west). This 
report has bolstered many of the Norsican 
soldiers in Novashan,  giving them hope 
for the future of the nation of their birth. 

A Thief under 
the Princes Nose?

Anonymous 
It  seems  that  for  at  least  the  last  10 

years,  one of the gem cutters  under the 
Prince’s  employ  has  been  stealing 
unrecorded gems of flawless quality, and 
using these gems to benefit himself.   

Investigations are still  going on at  the 
time of this article, but rumor has it the 
quantity  is  said  to  be  several  hundred 
flawless  Diamonds,  Emeralds,  Rubies 
and  even  Sapphires  could  have  been 

smuggled out of the Princes  coffers.
In  the  mean  time,  the  Prince  has 

declared  that  within the  Principality the 
values of all gems shall be lowered.

On the Green hills of Mishanter
‘neath an old oak
Lies a secret oath
That was never spoke.
And through the trees and fields
The wind whispers it still;
The promise of two lovers

Who sleep on the hill.

When the stars fall
When the moon melts away
When the sun grows cold
When time itself fades

Even then their pledge
Will remain there still;
The promise of two lovers
Who sleep on the hill.

Ana  nymous
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More Knight Orc 
sightings

By Siragon O'Cornally
New  sightings  in  the  south  of  Brug 

Grorbag’s band of Orcs has been seen, It 
appears  these  Orcs  continue  to  make  a 
name for themselves, and a good name at 
that.  The crests on the black tabards they 
wear display a green winged dragon on a 
yellow  field  with  a  dark  green  wide 
border.  This unorthodox band seems to 
have been busy performing various good 
deeds, from saving farm girls to assisting 
merchants.  It has even been rumored that 
this  band  has  taken  even  the  most 
common  of  tasks  of  returning  a  lost 
milking cow.

While some towns are welcoming them 
with  open  arms,  others  are  not  so 
friendly,  turning them away with threats 
of  death.    As  of  yet,  we  have  not 
received  a  single  report  of  this  band 
harming any citizen of the Principality. It 
also  seems  that  at  towns  that  turn  this 
band away, they have simply nodded and 
headed  on  down  the  road  without 
incident.  

Most times, the uneasiness displayed by 
the  citizenry  is  subdued  when  Brug 
produces a writ stating that he and his are 
officially deemed “not evil” and that they 
are  “not  to  be  killed  per  rules  of  the 
goblin kind”.  So far, he and his shaman, 
herald and squire have not been detained 
or  questioned.   According  to  most  first 

hand  accounts,  Brug 
seems  unusually 
schooled in the ways 

of the law and etiquette.
Some  witnesses  have  said  that  while 

talking to him it almost seems as though 
you can forget he is orc were it not for his 
orcish looks.

Local thief 
regarded as hero
By Phil Anderers
Over  the  winter  a  very  bold  theft 

occurred,  one  that  has  now  seemed  to 
spawn  a  legend  in  one  small  farming 
community.  Early  last  winter  a  pair  of 
masked  men  made  their  way  into  the 
Reeves’ coffers in Crossroads. 

Overwhelming  the  guards  with  shear 
ferocity, they made off with a large chest 
of gold and silver, loading it into a wagon 
before  they were  spotted by a patrol  of 
the  princes’  army.  The  ensuing  chase 
lead south out of crossroads towards the 
small  farming  community  known  as 
Canton. 

The  army  began  to  overtake  the 
criminals  just  as  they  approached  the 
small town. Panicked, one of the thieves 
fell  from  the  wagon  and  was 
apprehended.  The  remaining  criminal 
threw  the  chest  from  the  back  of  the 
wagon as he passed through the center of 

town,  scattering  the  ill  gotten  coin 
amongst the townsfolk. 

The ensuing  chaos  created  by a  large 
amount of  coin falling in the middle of 
the road allowed the thief  to escape his 
pursuers.  The  army  detachment  was 
unable to locate more than a handful of 
coins, although they are sure they ended 
up  in  the  hands  of  the  townsfolk.  The 
influx  of  money  into  the  small 
community  allowed  it  to  survive  the 
season,  despite  the  mysterious  lack  of 
grain in the region this winter. 

The  thief,  who  was  identified  by  his 
accomplice as a man named “Jayne”,  is 
still at large, and any information on his 
whereabouts is requested by the Princes 
Army,  and  the  Baronial  guard.  The 
people of Canton however have been less 
that forthcoming. In fact a local Bard has 
created a song detailing the incident, and 
work  has  begun  on  a  statue  in  Jayne’s 
image. 

This  man  has  become  not  only  an 
infamous thief,  but also a hero amongst 
the people.

Another Caravan 
Attacked, One 

Survivor
By:  Byerly Vorrutyer
Another  very  large  caravan  carrying 

Iron ore to the foundries of Taradyr was 
attacked in the deep forests as it traveled 
to  the  east.   Unlike  all  of  the  previous 
attacks,  this  time  there  was  a  survivor. 
The  man,  a  drover  of  the  Purveyor’s 
Guild,  managed  to  escape  in  the 
confusion of the night attack that took the 
Caravan  completely by surprise  as  they 
were  camped.   His  accounts  are  rather 
jumbled,  given  the  poor  light,  but  it  is 
clear that the attackers are well organized 
and  adept  at  fighting  in  the  night. 
Anyone  with  any  information  should 
report  to  Sir  Kyle  Wrothshcild  of  the 
Thistle,  who  has  undertaken  the 
investigation  on  behalf  of  the  Baron  of 
Taradyr.

Caravan Sacked
By N'importe quel nom suffira
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In all wisdom and foresight

Good Prince Duncan
has seen the need to strengthen the peoples of Novashan even in this time of peace.  Therefore, by noble 

decree, Militia training will be provided to the people in all major towns.
 

In the town of Illverash :
At the 3rd bell, before midday, every second and third day of festival, Survival Training will be provided  
to hone and polish skills needed in wielding weaponry. 
 
At the 5th bell, after midday, every second and third day of festival, Militia Training will be provided to 
further build combat skills. 

All will meet on the High Trail. 
 

Let not our enemies catch us unaware!
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Just  in  before  press  time:   A caravan 
carrying  dry  goods,  farm  implements, 
and many bales of cloth to a Purveyor’s 
Guild  depot  north  of  Wyndover  was 
sacked  and  all  of  the  goods  stolen  by 
what  appeared  to  be  members  of  the 
Merciful  Order  of  Silvermane  and  the 
Baronial  Guard  of  Autruche.   Only  a 
single  guardsman  survived,  and  he  was 
released,  blinded  by  foul  poisons,  to 
stumble his way back to Wyndover.

His  accounts  were  rather  garbled,  and 
he  claimed  to  have  not  been  near  the 
front  when the  attack  came in and was 
blinded  shortly  after,  but  he  clearly 
remembers  seeing  the  red-and-black 
tabards of Silvermane and a man in the 
Blue-and-black  of  the  Baronial  Guard 
accost  his  superiors  before  the  fighting 
started.

The  Quill  will  have  more  when  the 
Baroness and a member of the Order of 
Silvermane can be reached for comment. 

Thanks to my 
guests

By Starrin Songinheart
I  would  like  to  thank  all  those  that 

made it out to Ordu at my invite. It made 
for a wonderful birthday for me and was 
nice to be surrounded by so many friends.

Special  thanks  goes  to  Elenrial  for 
helping me cook and the Nobles  of  the 
land that found it fit to grace me on this 
special day with their company.

This Month’s Quill Girl of the month is 
Wizard  Amaraalasha  Arrowthorne 
D’Zandrin (aka Amarra), Cheiftainess of 
the  Tribe  of  Ordu,  Lady  to  her 
Excellency  Baroness  Cirana  of 
Diamondwood, sister of Elenriel,  cousin 
of  Calen,  and  distant  cousin  twice 
removed of Allen Hawkins Arrowthorne. 
She is known far and wide for her work 
during the Storm Lord Wars, was a major 
part  of  finding the  cure  to  the sapphire 
awaking, and for setting things on fire!

She  spends  her  days  caring  for  her 
tribe, the Ordu, and by night enjoying the 
destruction  of  any troll  that  crosses  her 
path.

She is a compassionate and passionate 
Ylfshae,  who really rather  live in peace 
then  in  war.  She  enjoys  longs  walks 
through the moonlit swamp, the crooning 
of Sir Navaar D’Phoenix, and a good cast 
of Dwarven root ale.

Most festivals you can find Amaraa in 
the  village  of  Ordu,  surrounded  by 
friends, family and tons of fun. So when 
you see Amaraa say hello and note that 
the fire  in  her  hand is  not meant  as  an 
aggressive gesture; it’s just how she says 
…HELLO.

Lady Bridget Montrose
Master Seamstress

I am seeking craftsmen and women  
to learn the art of tailoring. 

Everything from your basics  to the  
highest of court garb. 

Cost for lessons will  vary based on  
current  level  of  craftsmanship  
obtained. 

Please seek me out in Allowen if you  
wish to learn.

Wanted:

Any  objects  of  interest  regarding  or  
pertaining  to  the  Wild  Plane.   Please  
report  to  Mibiny  Gates  at  the  Old  
Hallows  Inn  in  Brenn.   Reward  to  be  
allocated  depending  on  the  value  of  
object.

Warrants and 
decrees

In  regards  to  the  Fugitive  Lucas 
Draxx:

Be It Known To All Loyal Subjects of 
Novashan,  the fugitive  known as  Lucas 
Draxx is to be considered treasonous and 
irredeemable in the eyes of the Crown of 
Novashan.  He  is  hereby  sentenced  to 

death. 
Anyone 
found 
knowingly 
giving 
harbor, aid, 
or 
sanctuary 
to this man 
will  be 
named  as 
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By
Demetre Cobbletongue

Need a job? Want some coin?

Join the Baronial Guard!
Now recruiting new members. Training, pay, and meals provided.

-or-

Baronial sponsored road-building and repair work projects currently being done - invest an afternoon, reap the rewards!
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Enemies  of  the  People  and  shall  be 
subject to his fate.
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Event Dates for 2008
July 18th – 20th

Aug 8th – 10th
Sept 5th – 7th

Oct 3rd – 5th
Oct 31st – Nov 2nd

Nov 21st – 23rd

These are the dates for the 2008 Kanar events in Milan, MI.  These events are 
open to the membership and new players.   Three day events begin at  5pm on 
Friday and end at 5pm on Sunday.  The weeklong event (June 13th – 22nd) is 10 
days long, beginning on June 13th at 5pm and ending on June 22nd at 5pm. 

BOD Meeting Dates
July 6th

Sept 14th
Nov 9th

Jan 25th, 2009
These are the dates for the 2008 Board of Directors Meeting for Kanar Gaming 

Enterprises.  If you have any questions about times and places, keep you eye out for 
them to be posted on our website at  www.kanar.org.  You can also contact  the 
Corporate Secretary at secretary@kanar.org.

New Gem List 
Those  of  you  with the Appraisal  Skill  please  see the Econ Marshall  for  your 

updated Gem Value List.

Be a Quill Girl or Man!
Now taking applications/nominations or suggestions for Next Month’s Featured 

QUILL  GIRL  AND/OR  MAN!  Email  your  photo  and  character’s  bio  to 
mysticquill@gmail.com.

The Quicksilver Armoury
Get your boffer weapons here! There are lots of different styles to choose from 

and if you have an idea of something send a sketch and I'll see what I can do. 

Board of Directors
President Jonathon Sher
Secretary Josh Raymond
Treasurer Connie Blair
Representative Fred Sher
Representative Jen Gill

Bouncer Paul Moran
Building/Land Director Tim Schafer
Web Administrator Jesse Fiorini
Safety Director Jen Gill

Quill Staff
Editor-In-Chief Grace Martin

Contributing Writers:
Jason Monarch Todd Martin
Kelly Holden Jesse Fiorini
Dave Angell Chad Naugle
Kim Kyle Grace Martin

Game Staff
Game Masters Dannie Blair

Jerimy Herpel
Dave Angell

Economics Marshall Chad Naugle
Monster Book Editor Jason Monarch
Mystic Quill Editor Grace Martin

Play Master Robin Trombley
Fighter Marshall Paul Moran
Cleric Marshall Brad Pace
Mage Marshall Kim Kyle
Rogue Marshall Jesse Fiorini

Character Book Director Jen Roddy
Historian Craig Jarvis

Looking to Buy or Sell?
Visit the Bazaar at http://whitefoot.us/kanartalk/

For more armor, weapons, clothing and 
consignments!
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Prices are reasonable and turn around time is quick so don't delay…  Put your 

order in Today. I also make custom armor in steel and leather; call for more details 
or email me.

Pat Marshall (517-425-9189)
armsman70@att.net

The Mad Costumer
I  am willing  to  commission  projects,  and willing  to  teach if  you  want  to  learn to  do it 
yourself. Laura Messer (734-658-8288) LMesser@twmi.rr.com

(M-F after 5:30pm,  Sat/Sun till 10pm)

Post your ads here!
Send your ads plus b&w photos to 

mysticquill@gmail.com
Deadline is One week before the  event you 

wish your ad run.
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